
Aella Aluminum Billet Brake
Lever BMW S 1000 RR
AE-58005
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹22,500.00
Categories: Brake / Clutch Lever

Product Description

Aella Aluminum Billet Brake Lever
AE-58005

Presenting a rare and unique brake lever that is only seen on the WSBK and MotoGP bikes. This
unique brake lever is hand built in Japan for race teams and is only available through Aella.
Adopting aluminum contributes to weight reduction and improved looks, while the AELLA logo is
engraved on the left side with a laser to casually appeal the brand. Fully adjustable lever allows
more play for better braking control and the lever folds up in case of a fall or drop. This is an
unique product that is being offered for the first time in India through Lanesplit, Aella's brand
partner.
 

Aella Aluminum Billet Clutch
Lever BMW S 1000 RR
AE-59005
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹22,500.00
Categories: Brake / Clutch Lever

Product Description

Aella Aluminum Billet Clutch Lever
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AE-59005

Presenting a rare and unique clutch lever that is only seen on the WSBK and MotoGP bikes. This
unique clutch lever is hand built in Japan for race teams and is only available through Aella.
Adopting aluminum contributes to weight reduction and improved looks, while the AELLA logo is
engraved on the right side with a laser to casually appeal the brand. Fully adjustable lever
allows more play for better clutch control and the lever folds up in case of a fall or drop. This is
an unique product that is being offered for the first time in India through Lanesplit, Aella's brand
partner.
 

Aella Brake Lever Protector and
Bar End Set BMW S 1000 RR
AE-15012
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹20,500.00
Categories: Protectors

Product Description
Aella Brake Lever Protector and Bar End AE-15012 Japan's most famous accessories and special
parts company has teamed up with Lanesplit. Introducing Aella's brake lever protector and bar
end for the BMW S 1000 RR. These are hand crafted in Japan.  

Aella Carbon Fiber Smoked
Windscreen BMW S 1000 RR
AS-006-10-04
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹31,000.00
Categories: Windscreen

Product Description
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Aella Carbon Fiber Smoked Windscreen
AS-006-10-04

Presenting a rare and unique windscreen that is only seen on the WSBK and MotoGP bikes. This
unique windscreen is hand built in Japan for race teams and is only available through Aella.
Adopting dry carbon trim contributes to weight reduction and improved looks, while the screen
is made of specially processed acrylic with excellent scratch resistance, and has excellent
visibility without distortion. The AELLA logo is engraved on the right side with a laser to casually
appeal the brand. This is an unique product that is being offered for the first time in India
through Lanesplit, Aella's brand partner.
 

Aella Frame Slider BMW S 1000
RR (19-22 models)
AE-68129
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹22,500.00
Categories: Frame Slider

Product Description
Aella Frame Slider AE-68129 Japan's most famous accessories and special parts company has
teamed up with Lanesplit. Introducing Aella's frame sliders for the BMW S 1000 RR. These are
hand crafted in Japan. In the case of a conventional slider due to the shape of the frame, the left
and right mounting heights will differ, but the new design has been made so that they are
almost the same height. AELLA's unique taper shape makes it less likely to stick out, and the
slider functions well while maintaining a clean impression. The frame slider suppresses damage
caused by unexpected falls. Since the frame of the new S1000RR is thin, if the force at the time
of falling is transmitted directly to the frame, it may be damaged more than expected.
Therefore, the right side adopts a new mechanism that releases the force applied during the
fall. Furthermore, "heat-resistant bump rubber" is installed on both sides of the slider to avoid
contact with the frame. Install the left side away from the mounting position and distribute the
force at the time of the fall at the slider base. In addition, the "heat-resistant bush rubber" used
in engine guards, etc., is installed so that this side does not come into direct contact with the
frame.
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Aella Frame Slider BMW S 1000
RR (2023-24 models)
AE-68152
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹26,850.00
Categories: Frame Slider

Product Description
Aella Frame Slider AE-68152 Japan's most famous accessories and special parts company has
teamed up with Lanesplit. Introducing Aella's frame sliders for the BMW S 1000 RR. These are
hand crafted in Japan. In the case of a conventional slider due to the shape of the frame, the left
and right mounting heights will differ, but the new design has been made so that they are
almost the same height. AELLA's unique taper shape makes it less likely to stick out, and the
slider functions well while maintaining a clean impression. The frame slider suppresses damage
caused by unexpected falls. Since the frame of the new S1000RR is thin, if the force at the time
of falling is transmitted directly to the frame, it may be damaged more than expected.
Therefore, the right side adopts a new mechanism that releases the force applied during the
fall. Furthermore, "heat-resistant bump rubber" is installed on both sides of the slider to avoid
contact with the frame. Install the left side away from the mounting position and distribute the
force at the time of the fall at the slider base. In addition, the "heat-resistant bush rubber" used
in engine guards, etc., is installed so that this side does not come into direct contact with the
frame.

Aella Front Fork Slider BMW S
1000 RR
AE-68032
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹11,500.00
Categories: Protectors
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Product Description
Aella Front Fork Slider AE-68032 Japan's most famous accessories and special parts company
has teamed up with Lanesplit. Introducing Aella's front fork sliders for the BMW S 1000 RR.
These are hand crafted in Japan. The slider is designed to match the inner rotor of the brake
and protects tightly protects up to the axle nut.

Aella Rear Spools Blue BMW S
1000 RR
AE-68010
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹6,800.00
Categories: Protectors

Product Description
Aella Rear Spools AE-68010 Japan's most famous accessories and special parts company has
teamed up with Lanesplit. Introducing Aella's rear spools for the BMW S 1000 RR. These are
hand crafted in Japan. The spools are available in red and blue according to vehicle body color,
with laser logo etched on the body

Aella Rear Spools Red BMW S
1000 RR
AE-68010
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹6,800.00
Categories: Protectors

Product Description
Aella Rear Spools AE-68010 Japan's most famous accessories and special parts company has
teamed up with Lanesplit. Introducing Aella's rear spools for the BMW S 1000 RR. These are
hand crafted in Japan. The spools are available in red and blue according to vehicle body color,
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with laser logo etched on the body
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